The spatial and temporal structures of extreme rainfall trends in South Korea are investigated in the current study. The trends in the annual maximum rainfall series are detected and their spatial distribution is analyzed. The scaling exponent is employed as an index representing the temporal structure. The temporal structure of the annual maximum series is calculated and spatially analyzed. Subsequently, the block bootstrap based Mann-Kendall test is employed detect the trend in the scaling exponent series subsampled by the annual maximum rainfalls using a moving window. Significant trends are detected in a small number of stations and there are no significant trends in many stations for the annual maximum rainfall series. There is a large variability in the temporal structures of the extreme rainfall events. Additionally, the variations of the scaling exponent estimates for each month within a rainy season are larger than the variation of the scaling exponent estimates on an annual basis. Significant trends in the temporal structures are observed at many stations unlike the trend test results of annual maximum rainfall series. Decreasing trends are observed at many stations located in the coastal area, while increasing trends are observed in the inland area.
Introduction
Extreme rainfall events are a main source of floods worldwide. Understanding the spatial and temporal variability of the extreme rainfalls plays an important role in water resource management, especially in mitigation and prevention of floods. A large number of studies have reported significant changes in extreme precipitation worldwide [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Additionally, it is reported by many studies that the extreme rainfall simulated by global climate models under climate change scenarios change in the future [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Since the changes in the extreme rainfalls can alter strategy and policy in water resources as well as design criteria of water-related infrastructures, understanding the change in spatial and temporal variability of rainfall extremes is essential to efficiently managing water resources and preventing the damages from water-related disasters such as floods and landslides.
Many indices were employed to analyze different characteristics of extreme rainfalls. For investigating a temporal structure of extreme rainfalls, a scaling property has been widely used as the tool and index to represent the temporal structure of extreme rainfall [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Menabde et al. [22] applied the simple scaling hypothesis to the intensity-duration-frequency (IDF) relationship of extreme rainfall and examined the scaling properties of the moments and the scaling of the parameters of the Gumbel distribution fit. They found that the simple scaling hypothesis with a scaling exponent estimate can provide rainfall amount estimates of a chosen return period and duration shorter than a day. Galmarini et al. [23] analyzed precipitation data from a wide range of stations worldwide to understand the scaling law. They reported that single-exponent scaling law exists only for single stations experiencing extremely high precipitation. Ceresetti et al. [24] assessed the scaling properties of heavy point rainfall with respect to duration. They investigated properties of fat-tailed distributions for the extreme rainfalls in the framework of scale-invariant analysis. They found evidence of the scaling of extreme rainfall that is shown the conservation of the survival probability shape for durations of 1-24 h. Rodríguez-Solà et al. [25] derived the IDF curves of daily maximum rainfalls in the Iberian Peninsula and the Balearic Islands based on the fractal properties of rainfall. They found that the simple scaling is suitable to represent the IDF curve of the extreme rainfall in regions of interest. Additionally, it was found that many stations show some discrepancies in diverse areas, probably due to the influence of other features on the characteristic of rainfall pattern in these regions based on the spatial distribution of the scaling exponent. The scaling property was employed to analyze the temporal structure of extreme rainfalls and model an IDF curve in a number of studies. Although a large number of studies attempted to model nonstationarity in extreme rainfalls using the nonstationary IDF curve, the changes in the temporal structure of extreme rainfalls have not been studied yet to author's best knowledge. Hence, the changes in the temporal structure of extreme rainfalls should be investigated for understanding inter-relationship among the extreme rainfalls of different durations and its change.
A number of studies have investigated the change in spatial and temporal variability of the extreme precipitation of South Korea. Jung et al. [26] investigated the spatial and temporal variability of precipitation in South Korea through 16 indices. Linear trends of these indices were examined by the Mann-Kendall (MK) test, and Moran's I test statistics of these indices were used for spatial trends. They found that the annual precipitation has increasing trends. The increments of the annual precipitation of South Korea were mainly associated with the increments of frequency and intensity of heavy precipitation during the rainy season. Park et al. [27] modeled the annual maximum precipitation of South Korea with nonstationary generalized extreme value (GEV) and Gumbel distributions to explore the temporal trends in annual maximum precipitation and to predict future behaviors. In this study, a time-varying parameter was used as a location parameter of the GEV distribution. Fits of the employed nonstationary distributions were compared with fits of stationary GEV and Gumbel distributions. They found evidence of nonstationarity for around 20% of employed stations. The stationary Gumbel distribution led to the best fit for around 50% of employed stations. Wi et al. [28] investigated trends of extreme rainfall events in South Korea using the MK test based on annual maximum precipitation and peaks-over-threshold (POT) extremes. They found that the trend test results on the POT extremes provide different results as compared to the trend test results of the annual maximum precipitation. Based on the POT extremes, a number of stations showing an increasing trend was reduced as compared to the annual maximum precipitation and decreasing trends were detected at some stations.
A number of approaches have been applied to investigate the changes in the spatial and temporal variability of extreme rainfalls in South Korea. Since these studies focused on the changes of mean and variance of the extreme rainfall series, the changes in the temporal structure of the extreme rainfall in South Korea have not been investigated yet. Few studies employed a scaling property for deriving the IDF relationship of South Korea [29, 30] . These studies only investigated the current condition of the temporal structure of the extreme rainfall and attempted to model the IDF curve of South Korea using the scaling property.
The current study aims to investigate the temporal structure of the extreme rainfall in South Korea using the scaling property, and the changes in the spatial and temporal structure of the extreme rainfalls are examined. The block bootstrap-based MK (BBS-MK) test is employed to detect the changes in the temporal structure, i.e., scaling exponent series. In the current study, we also provide a framework to investigate the changes in the temporal structure of the extreme rainfall using a scaling property. Additionally, trends in the extreme rainfall series are detected by the BBS-MK test for examination of the relationship between the trends of extreme rainfall and temporal structure. The results of this study can contribute to improving our understanding of the changes in the extreme rainfall of South Korea, especially to deriving the IDF relationship. Also, the trend test results can enhance our capacity to predict the future IDF relationship.
Materials
The total amount of annual precipitation of South Korea ranges from 1200 mm to 1500 mm in the central region to 1000 mm to 1800 mm in the southern region. The seasonality of precipitation in South Korea is very strong. Due to seasonality, an inter-annual variability of precipitation events is very large. For example, more than 70% of the total amount of annual precipitation occursduring the rainy season (from May to October). Several generating mechanisms of rainfall events in the rainy season mainly affect extreme rainfall events in South Korea. For instance, the local convective storm events, and typhoon are the main generating mechanisms of extreme rainfall in South Korea. The local convective storm events are mainly caused by the effect of monsoon in South Korea where one of the East Asian summer monsoon (EASM) regions [31, 32] . One of the great features of the EASM is heavy rainfall in the early rainy season lasting around 3-4 weeks due to seasonal changes in atmospheric circulation [33, 34] . Typhoons mostly affect precipitation in the late rainy season in South Korea and provide around 25% of seasonal precipitation from 1966 to 2007 [32, 35] . On average, three typhoons per a year affect rainfall events and often bring a great damage to South Korea [36] .
In the current study, an annual maximum (AM) rainfall series of eleven rainfall durations (1 h, 2 h, 3 h, 4 h, 6 h, 12 h, 18 h, 24 h, 48h, 72 h, and 168 h) at 64 weather stations are employed. The area for one rainfall observation station is about 1566 km 2 . The stations that have more than a 30-year record are selected for analysis. The hourly precipitation data used in the current study are collected from Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA) data base. The location of the weather stations is illustrated in Figure 1 , and Table 1 presents their information such as station name, record length, and elevation. 
In the current study, an annual maximum (AM) rainfall series of eleven rainfall durations (1 h, 2 h, 3 h, 4 h, 6 h, 12 h, 18 h, 24 h, 48h, 72 h, and 168 h) at 64 weather stations are employed. The area for one rainfall observation station is about 1566 km 2 . The stations that have more than a 30-year record are selected for analysis. The hourly precipitation data used in the current study are collected from Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA) data base. The location of the weather stations is illustrated in Figure 1 , and Table 1 presents their information such as station name, record length, and elevation. For strict comparative analysis, the temporal series should be done during the same period. To obtain more stable and reliable results of the analysis, all available data for each station are employed in the analyses. For the data employed in this study, the start year of the data is little different for each weather station. However, the end year of data is the same for all employed station (end year of data is 2016). The results of analyses can be employed in comparative analysis in this study. For strict comparative analysis, the temporal series should be done during the same period. To obtain more stable and reliable results of the analysis, all available data for each station are employed in the analyses. For the data employed in this study, the start year of the data is little different for each weather station. However, the end year of data is the same for all employed station (end year of data is 2016). The results of analyses can be employed in comparative analysis in this study. To examine the statistical characteristics of the AM series of South Korea, basic statistics that have been calculated using the AM series for all of the stations are presented in Figure 2 . These basic statistics include the mean, the standard deviation, the coefficient of variation (CV), the coefficient of skewness (CS), and the coefficient of kurtosis (CK). The median of the mean estimates increases as the duration becomes longer. This tendency is also observed in the variance of the mean estimates. It is observed in Figure 2c that the median of the CV estimates changes with the duration. The median of the CV estimates increases through 72 h (excluding 168 h) as the duration becomes longer. However, the differences in the median of the CV estimates are small. The variance of the CV estimates varies strongly with the duration. The median and variance of the estimates of the CS and the CK are almost consistent with the durations. The AM series of South Korea display consistent estimates of the CS and the CK for different durations. Since the CS and CK represent the behavior of the right tail of the probability distribution that governs the characteristics of extreme events, the extreme rainfall events of South Korea may have similar distributional characteristics. However, the statistical characteristics of the AM series corresponding to the different durations may differ, due to the discrepancies in the estimates of the mean and the CV. 
Method

Block Bootstrap-Based Mann-Kendall Test
The MK test is the one of most popular trend tests because it is simple and non-parametric. The results of the MK trend test are affected by serial correlation in the time series. When positive serial correlation exists within a time series, the possibility that the null hypothesis (i.e., that no trend exists) will be rejected when the null hypothesis is actually true increases [37, 38] . Completely independent data sets are difficult to find, due to the presence of external factors that impact the generation of the target data. To overcome these drawbacks, a large number of studies have suggested various modified versions of the MK test for use in the field of hydro-meteorology [39] [40] [41] [42] . The block bootstrap-based MK (BBS-MK) test, which is a modified version of the MK test, was suggested by Khaliq et al. [43] . The performance of the BBS-MK test is comparable to other modified versions of the MK test, and it is simpler and more efficient than these other methods [42] .
The procedure used in applying the BBS-MK test is as follows:
(1) Estimate the test statistic S of the MK from the original time series. The test statistic S is given as follows:
where and are the sequential data values, and n is the total number of observations in the time series. A positive value of test statistic S indicates an increasing trend, whereas a negative value of this quantity indicates a decreasing trend.
(2) Estimate the number of significant contiguous autocorrelations k. When the autocorrelation is smaller than 5% significant level, the lag of the autocorrelation becomes k. 
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where Y i and Y j are the sequential data values, and n is the total number of observations in the time series. A positive value of test statistic S indicates an increasing trend, whereas a negative value of this quantity indicates a decreasing trend. (2) Estimate the number of significant contiguous autocorrelations k. When the autocorrelation is smaller than 5% significant level, the lag of the autocorrelation becomes k. In this study, 2000 simulated sample sets are resampled from the original data set. Svensson et al. [44] reported that this number leads to stable estimates of the significance in trend tests using simulation methods. Additionally, the optimum value of g is estimated by trial and error. To find the optimum g value, mean and autocorrelation of the observation and the resampled data are computed. The relative absolute error between the observation and resampled data for g from one to one-quarter of sample size computed based on the mean and autocorrelation estimates. The g value giving the smallest relative error is employed as the optimum g value. A detailed method for finding optimum values of g is described in Khaliq et al. [43] and Önöz and Bayazit [42] .
Modified Version of Mann-Kendall Test
Detecting appropriately the trend in the data having serial correlation and small sample size is difficult. To obtain reliable results of trend detection, modified version of Mann-Kendall (modified MK) test adapted by Yue and Wang [45] is employed in the current study. In the modified MK test, the autocorrelation in the data series is taken into account by modifying the variance of the test statics (S). The procedure of the modified MK test is described as below.
Mann [46] and Kendall [47] state that when n is larger than eight the statistic S is approximately normally distributed with the variance given by:
where t l is the number of ties of extent l. The standard MK statistic Z is computed by Equation (3)
The standard MK statistic Z follows the standard normal distribution under the null hypothesis of no trend. In the modified MK test, the variance of the test statistics V(S) is corrected by multiplying the correction factor (CF) for taking into consideration serial correlation in the data. Equation (4) presents the corrected variance of test statistics.
where ρ i is the lag-i serial correlation coefficient from the detrended data or rank of the detrended data. In the current study, the trend in the original data are removed by the Theil-Sen approach as recommend by Hamed and Rao [39] and Blain [48] . The Equations (5) were given by Matalas and Langbein [49] and Bayley and Hammersley [50] . The standard Mk statistic Z * in the modified MK test is defined by Equation (6) .
Scaling Property of Extreme Rainfall Events
Scale invariance is often interpreted as a synonym for other terms such as "self-similar", "automodal", and "scaling" [51] . Scale invariance is produced by laws that do not change if the scale of a random variable is multiplied by a scale function. Hence, scale invariance can be expressed by Equation (7). Let Y λ and Y 1 be time series of AM rainfall corresponding to durations λ and 1, respectively.
where θ indicates the scaling exponent, and d = represents the sense of equality of probability distributions. If the wide sense simple scaling holds, it implies that the moments of the AM series for different durations have a relationship that is similar to that presented in Equation (2) [51] [52] [53] . The scaling relationship of the moments of the AM series can be defined by Equation (8) or (9).
Log of raw moments (log E Y h λ and log E Y h 1 ) are computed for the given durations (λ) and different order of moment (h) The scaling exponent (θ) is estimated using the computed log of raw moments by the ordinary least square method. The GEV distribution is widely employed in the modeling of extremes [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . Additionally, the GEV distribution has been used for modeling extreme rainfall events in many studies [65] [66] [67] [68] . The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the GEV distribution is given by Equation (10) .
where µ λ , σ λ (> 0), and ξ λ are the location, scale, and shape parameters, respectively. The GEV simple scaling framework has been employed for modeling extreme rainfall intensity by Nguyen et al. [53] and Bougadis and Adamowski [69] . Borga et al. [70] used a Gumbel distribution, which is a special case of the GEV distribution, in the simple scaling framework. Combining Equation (10) with Equation (8) yields the GEV simple scaling framework. In this framework, the location and scale parameters of the GEV distribution change as the duration changes. Their relationships are expressed in Equation (11) .
The durations (λ and 1) in Equation (6) can take any positive value. For example, if the parameters of the GEV distribution for a 12-h AM series are known, the parameters of the GEV distribution for the corresponding 24-h AM series can be estimated using µ 24 = scaling exponent is used as an index to represent the temporal structure of extreme rainfall events in this study.
Application
To examine the trends in extreme rainfall events in South Korea, the trends in AM series of eleven different durations are examined using the BBS-MK test with a significance level of 5%. The results of the BBS-MK test are subsequently displayed on maps to permit investigation of the spatial characteristics of the trends in the AM series. Since extreme rainfall events in South Korea usually occur during the rainy season, the monthly AM series during the rainy season may display trends, and these trends may differ from those seen in the annual AM series. Investigating the interannual variability of extreme rainfall events is important in water resource management, especially in the mitigation and prevention of floods. Hence, trends in the monthly AM series from May to October including the rainy season are investigated in this study. Additionally, the trend detection results are displayed on maps to permit investigation of the spatial characteristics of trends in the monthly AM series during the rainy season.
Serial data are needed to perform the BBS-MK trend test. However, a single scaling exponent can be computed for a given data series. Thus, time series of scaling exponent estimates must be calculated. In this study, 20-year moving windows are used to extract subsamples (SR i,t ) of the AM series from the whole AM series (R i ), and the scaling exponents of the subsamples are estimated. The methodology used to extract the subsamples is displayed in Figure 3 . 
Serial data are needed to perform the BBS-MK trend test. However, a single scaling exponent can be computed for a given data series. Thus, time series of scaling exponent estimates must be calculated. In this study, 20-year moving windows are used to extract subsamples ( , ) of the AM series from the whole AM series ( ), and the scaling exponents of the subsamples are estimated. The methodology used to extract the subsamples is displayed in Figure 3 . Trends in the scaling exponent estimates derived from series of subsamples ( , ) on an annual and a monthly basis are detected. The time series of scaling exponent estimates contain strong autocorrelation, due to overlaps in the periods used to create the subsamples from the AM series; thus, conventional trend tests, such as the MK test and the t-test, may not detect the true trends in these data series. Since the BBS-MK trend test accounts for autocorrelation, the BBS-MK test is applied to the time series of scaling exponent estimates in this study. The results of the BBS-MK test are displayed on maps and analyzed to enable assessment of the spatial pattern of the temporal structure of extreme rainfall in South Korea.
Results
Trends in Time Series of Annual Maximum Rainfall
The spatial distribution of the BBS-MK test results for AM series of eleven durations on an annual basis is presented in Figure 4 . Many of the studied stations display no significant trends in the AM series for any of the durations investigated here. Significant trends are detected at a small Trends in the scaling exponent estimates derived from series of subsamples (SR i,t ) on an annual and a monthly basis are detected. The time series of scaling exponent estimates contain strong autocorrelation, due to overlaps in the periods used to create the subsamples from the AM series; thus, conventional trend tests, such as the MK test and the t-test, may not detect the true trends in these data series. Since the BBS-MK trend test accounts for autocorrelation, the BBS-MK test is applied to the time series of scaling exponent estimates in this study. The results of the BBS-MK test are displayed on maps and analyzed to enable assessment of the spatial pattern of the temporal structure of extreme rainfall in South Korea.
Results
Trends in Time Series of Annual Maximum Rainfall
The spatial distribution of the BBS-MK test results for AM series of eleven durations on an annual basis is presented in Figure 4 . Many of the studied stations display no significant trends in For the May AM series for durations ranging from 1 h to 168 h, the AM series of many of the employed stations display no significant trends. None of the May AM series from the employed stations contain trends for the long durations (from 18 h to 168 h), whereas significant increasing and decreasing trends are detected at some stations for shorter durations (from 1 h to 12 h). For the June AM series for durations of 1 h to 168 h, the AM series of some of the studied stations display significant increasing and decreasing trends. None of the AM series from the studied stations with a duration of 168 h display a significant trend. Decreasing trends are noted in the AM series from the southern region, unlike the results of the trend test in May. The July-October AM series have no significant trends at most of the employed stations. Significant trends are sporadically detected at a few stations and for a few durations. These results indicate that there are no statistically strong trends in the monthly July-October AM series. The results of the BBS-MK test of July to October AM series for durations ranging from 1 h to 168 h are presented in Supplementary Materials.
Trends in Temporal Structure of the Time Series of Annual Maximum Rainfall
The scaling exponent of the AM series and their standard errors are computed and presented in Table 2 . To investigate the uncertainty of scaling exponent estimation, the bootstrapping method is employed. The detailed procedure of the employed bootstrapping method is described in the Supplementary Material. Based on the standard deviations of the scaling exponents, the differences among the scaling exponents at different stations are large. It is found that the distributions of the scaling exponents are non-Gaussian distribution. Hence, the standard deviations may be improper to represent the uncertainty of the scaling exponent estimation. Scaling exponents corresponding to 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles from the scaling exponent estimates of the resampled data are found. Based For the May AM series for durations ranging from 1 h to 168 h, the AM series of many of the employed stations display no significant trends. None of the May AM series from the employed stations contain trends for the long durations (from 18 h to 168 h), whereas significant increasing and decreasing trends are detected at some stations for shorter durations (from 1 h to 12 h). For the June AM series for durations of 1 h to 168 h, the AM series of some of the studied stations display significant increasing and decreasing trends. None of the AM series from the studied stations with a duration of 168 h display a significant trend. Decreasing trends are noted in the AM series from the southern region, unlike the results of the trend test in May. The July-October AM series have no significant trends at most of the employed stations. Significant trends are sporadically detected at a few stations and for a few durations. These results indicate that there are no statistically strong trends in the monthly July-October AM series. The results of the BBS-MK test of July to October AM series for durations ranging from 1 h to 168 h are presented in Supplementary Materials.
The scaling exponent of the AM series and their standard errors are computed and presented in Table 2 . To investigate the uncertainty of scaling exponent estimation, the bootstrapping method is employed. The detailed procedure of the employed bootstrapping method is described in the supplementary material. Based on the standard deviations of the scaling exponents, the differences among the scaling exponents at different stations are large. It is found that the distributions of the scaling exponents are non-Gaussian distribution. Hence, the standard deviations may be improper to represent the uncertainty of the scaling exponent estimation. Scaling exponents corresponding to 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles from the scaling exponent estimates of the resampled data are found. Based on the scaling exponent corresponding to the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles, the differences among scaling exponents at stations also are large. Additionally, two sample t-test for unequal variances is performed to investigate the difference between mean estimates of scaling exponents. Based on t-test results, mean estimates of scaling exponents at the thirty-four stations are significant different of any other stations based on 5% significant level. Thirty stations have one to three stations that have the similar mean estimates. The results of the t-test are presented in supplementary material. Hence, it can be inferred that the scaling exponent estimates at different stations are dissimilar. Figure 6a , the scaling exponent estimates of the May AM series range from 0.2 to 0.45. A large variation in the scaling exponent estimates is observed in Figure 6a . The scaling exponent estimates in the coastal areas are larger than the estimates in the inland part of the country. The scaling exponent estimates in the coastal areas (i.e., the northeastern and southwestern areas) in June are large. In July and August, the scaling exponent estimates in the north are larger than those in the southern areas. Very small scaling exponent estimates are observed in the northwest in July and September; moreover, similarly small values can be observed in the same areas in Figure 5 . The spatial distribution of the scaling exponent estimates during the employed months in the rainy season displays no dominant tendency. The spatial distributions of the scaling exponents for each month are dissimilar. These results imply that the interannual variability in extreme rainfall events in South Korea is large, especially in terms of the temporal structure of extreme rainfall events.
The results of the trend tests that consist of series of scaling exponent estimates for the subsamples of the AM series on an annual basis are shown as maps in Figure 7 . The k values used in this study for the series of scaling exponents based on AM series ranges from 0 to 7. Mean of k values is 3. The g values range from 0 to 8 and their mean is 3. The block size (k + g) ranges from 2 to 9 and mean of the block size is 6. Önöz and Bayazit [42] suggested that optimal block size is 5 when sample size 25 and higher autocorrelation. In their study, performance of the BBS-MK test with block size = 6 is almost same as the performance with block size = 5. Hence, the selection of block size in this study is reasonable to carry out the BBS-MK test. Sample sizes of the employed scaling exponent series are relatively small. Thus, the BBS-MK test may not successfully provide reliable results of the trend detection at some stations. To attenuate and avoid the misdetection of trends, the modified MK test is additionally carried out. The stations that two methods detected the trend are considered as the scaling exponent series have trends. Based on the results of the trend tests, significant trends are observed in the subsamples of the AM series at many of the stations, unlike the results of the trend Figure 6a , the scaling exponent estimates of the May AM series range from 0.2 to 0.45. A large variation in the scaling exponent estimates is observed in Figure 6a . The scaling exponent estimates in the coastal areas are larger than the estimates in the inland part of the country. The scaling exponent estimates in the coastal areas (i.e., the northeastern and southwestern areas) in June are large. In July and August, the scaling exponent estimates in the north are larger than those in the southern areas. Very small scaling exponent estimates are observed in the northwest in July and September; moreover, similarly small values can be observed in the same areas in Figure 5 . The spatial distribution of the scaling exponent estimates during the employed months in the rainy season displays no dominant tendency. The spatial distributions of the scaling exponents for each month are dissimilar. These results imply that the interannual variability in extreme rainfall events in South Korea is large, especially in terms of the temporal structure of extreme rainfall events.
The results of the trend tests that consist of series of scaling exponent estimates for the subsamples of the AM series on an annual basis are shown as maps in Figure 7 . The k values used in this study for the series of scaling exponents based on AM series ranges from 0 to 7. Mean of k values is 3. The g values range from 0 to 8 and their mean is 3. The block size (k + g) ranges from 2 to 9 and mean of the block size is 6. Önöz and Bayazit [42] suggested that optimal block size is 5 when sample size 25 and higher autocorrelation. In their study, performance of the BBS-MK test with block size = 6 is almost same as the performance with block size = 5. Hence, the selection of block size in this study is reasonable to carry out the BBS-MK test. Sample sizes of the employed scaling exponent series are relatively small. Thus, the BBS-MK test may not successfully provide reliable results of the trend detection at some stations. To attenuate and avoid the misdetection of trends, the modified MK test is additionally carried out. The stations that two methods detected the trend are considered as the scaling exponent series have trends. Based on the results of the trend tests, significant trends are observed in the subsamples of the AM series at many of the stations, unlike the results of the trend test applied to the AM series. Decreasing trends are observed at many stations located in the coastal areas, particularly the southwest, whereas increasing trends are observed in the inland part of the country. Hence, the differences in the statistical characteristics of the AM series for different durations in the coastal areas are becoming smaller because the scaling exponents are decreasing over time. Moreover, the variability in the AM series of different durations in the inland part of the country increases over time.
Water 2017, 9, 809 12 of 20 test applied to the AM series. Decreasing trends are observed at many stations located in the coastal areas, particularly the southwest, whereas increasing trends are observed in the inland part of the country. Hence, the differences in the statistical characteristics of the AM series for different durations in the coastal areas are becoming smaller because the scaling exponents are decreasing over time. Moreover, the variability in the AM series of different durations in the inland part of the country increases over time. test applied to the AM series. Decreasing trends are observed at many stations located in the coastal areas, particularly the southwest, whereas increasing trends are observed in the inland part of the country. Hence, the differences in the statistical characteristics of the AM series for different durations in the coastal areas are becoming smaller because the scaling exponents are decreasing over time. Moreover, the variability in the AM series of different durations in the inland part of the country increases over time. Decreasing trends in the time series of scaling exponent estimates of the August AM series are observed in the southern coastal area, and many of the stations in the other parts of the country show increasing trends. From these results, it can be inferred that the differences in the statistical characteristics of the August AM series of different durations are becoming larger over time. The scaling exponents at many stations in the north show decreasing trends for September. In the southern area, decreasing and increasing trends are sporadically observed in the time series of scaling exponent estimates for September. The scaling exponents at many of the stations in the southern coastal area and the northern area display decreasing trends. Additionally, increasing trends in the scaling exponents for October are observed at six stations located in the central area. Decreasing trends in the time series of scaling exponent estimates of the August AM series are observed in the southern coastal area, and many of the stations in the other parts of the country show increasing trends. From these results, it can be inferred that the differences in the statistical characteristics of the August AM series of different durations are becoming larger over time. The scaling exponents at many stations in the north show decreasing trends for September. In the southern area, decreasing and increasing trends are sporadically observed in the time series of scaling exponent estimates for September. The scaling exponents at many of the stations in the southern coastal area and the northern area display decreasing trends. Additionally, increasing trends in the scaling exponents for October are observed at six stations located in the central area. 
Discussion
Characteristics of Spatial and Temporal Structure of Extreme Rainfall Trends in South Korea
No trends are evident in the AM series of any of the durations examined at most of the employed stations. Additionally, no station consistently displays a trend for all of the durations examined. For the AM series of each month (May to October), there are statistically significant trends at a few stations.
Additionally, no station consistently displays a trend for all of the durations examined. All of the detected trends in the annual and monthly AM series are an increasing trend. Thus, although the magnitude of extreme rainfall in South Korea is increasing over time, the changes are very small, and the temporal and spatial structures display inconsistent trends.
The temporal structure of extreme rainfall events can be represented by the scaling exponent. For example, when the scaling exponent derived from AM series is small, the differences in the location parameters of the AM series with different durations are small. Thus, at stations associated with small scaling exponents, the differences among the statistical properties of the AM series with different durations are small, and vice versa. The scaling exponent estimates derived from the AM series in South Korea differ strongly, based on the locations of the stations. For instance, the scaling exponents in the northeast are greater than 0.4, whereas the scaling exponents in the northwest are less than 0.3. The scaling exponents for the AM series of each month are spatially inhomogeneous. Moreover, their spatial distributions are dissimilar. Thus, the spatial distribution of the temporal structure associated with extreme rainfall in South Korea displays large variability. In addition, the interannual variability in the temporal structure of extreme rainfall in South Korea is very large.
The cause of spatial and temporal variation in various hydro-meteorological extremes is very complicated. Particularly, spatial and temporal variation of extreme rainfalls in South Korea are influenced by mountainous terrain, monsoon, and typhoon. Therefore, it is very difficult to analyze spatio-temporal variation in South Korea [11, 71] . Chang and Kwon [72] analyzed spatial variation of precipitation trends monthly during summer (rainy season) in South Korea using daily precipitation data between 1973 and 2005. They reported that spatial variations of the precipitation trends in summer was very different in each month. They discussed that it is likely to have some connection with large-scale atmospheric circulation, variation of sea surface temperature and geographic features. Consequently, amount and intensity of summer rainfall in South Korea have changed with time and space. They mentioned that these variations are the temporal redistribution of summer rainfall occurred in South Korea caused by climate change.
In this study, we also confirmed the temporal and spatial redistribution from the various contour maps of the scaling exponent estimate for each month. The scaling exponent estimates have changed with time and space during the rainy season. The variations of scaling exponents between June and July are most likely to be caused a seasonal rain front (i.e., monsoon) movement. In addition, spatial changes in the scaling exponent estimates from September and October are more likely to be due to typhoons. Spatial and temporal variations observed in this study may be due to hydro-meteorological phenomena such as monsoon and typhoon which are main contributors of extreme rainfalls in South Korea. Occurring time and intensity of these phenomena are different for each year. Therefore, the spatial distribution of the scaling exponents for each month are not consistent.
Scaling exponent estimates and scaling properties have been used to derive regional IDF curves [70, [73] [74] [75] . Yu, Yang and Lin [73] carried out a regionalization to identify homogeneous regions based on the scaling exponent. Additionally, since the scaling exponent represents the temporal structure of extreme rainfall events, it may be possible to use the scaling exponent to cluster stations that are homogeneous in terms of their extreme rainfall events for use in regional IDF analyses. Hence, the regionalization of the extreme rainfall events in South Korea should be performed with care, due to the large spatial and interannual variability in the temporal structure of the extreme rainfall events.
While the AM series at a small number of stations display statistically significant trends, significant trends are detected at many stations when the time series of scaling exponent estimates are used (see Figures 4 and 7) . Furthermore, both increasing and decreasing trends are detected in the time series of scaling exponent estimates, unlike the results of applying the trend analysis to the AM series. Even though the AM series of a small number of stations display significant trends, the scaling exponents present nonstationarity. These results indicate that applying trend analysis to extreme rainfall events is insufficient to check the nonstationarity associated with extreme events. The results of applying the BBS-MK test to the AM series of South Korea show that the AM series may contain very weak increasing trends; the AM series at most of the employed stations can be considered to be stationary, and the AM series at a few stations display increasing trends. However, the temporal structures of the AM series at many stations in South Korea can be considered to reflect nonstationary conditions, based on the results of applying the trend tests to time series of scaling exponent estimates. Hence, the detailed trends of the extreme rainfall events and their temporal structures should be assessed to investigate the nonstationarity in the extreme rainfall events.
Since the trends in the time series of scaling exponent estimates may influence the regionalization, the homogeneous regions clustered using current data will change in the future. These trends should be taken into consideration in deriving a regional IDF curve for South Korea. These trends should also be considered for the nonstationary IDF curves of the extreme rainfall events in South Korea. Conventional nonstationary IDF curves assume that the temporal structure of extreme rainfall events is constant over time [76, 77] . For example, Cheng and AghaKouchak [78] employed a nonstationary GEV distribution with a time-varying location parameter to model a nonstationary IDF curve. They fitted the nonstationary GEV distribution for each duration examined, and their study provided an IDF curve for extreme rainfall events in the U.S. Sarhadi and Soulis [79] modeled a nonstationary IDF curve using the nonstationary GEV distribution with time-varying location and scale parameters. However, the temporal structure of the extreme rainfall events of South Korea change, although there is no trend in the mean of extreme rainfall events. Thus, the conventional approach used in modeling nonstationary IDF curves, which involves the use of the nonstationary GEV distribution with a covariate, may not properly represent extreme rainfall in South Korea.
The model used to derive the nonstationary IDF curve for South Korea should account for trends in temporal structure. For example, the scaling exponent in Equation (5) can be allowed to vary with time, instead of the location or scale parameters of the GEV distribution. Employing the scaling exponent as a time-varying parameter in the GEV simple scaling framework may be an adequate parameterization for the representative model of the nonstationary IDF curve in South Korea, since significant trends are not detected in the AM series at many stations. In cases where a trend exists in the AM series at a given station, the location parameter and the scaling exponent can be permitted to vary with time.
Limitation of the Employed Methodology
The scaling exponent series have the serial correlations. Due to the serial correlation, the trend tests employed in the current study consider the serial correlation in the data. In the current study, results of two trend tests are very similar but not the same. The methods to derive the distribution of Mann-Kendal statistics are different in two employed tests. The modified version of Mann-Kendall test considered that the distribution of Mann-Kendal statistics follows the normal distribution. This test takes consideration of the influence of the serial correlation in the trend detection by modifying the variance of the mean. In the BBS-MK test, the distribution of Mann-Kendall statistics may not be the same as the normal distribution since the distribution is obtained by the block bootstrapping method. The distribution of Mann-Kendall statistics in the BBS-MK test may be different depending on the data.
Both tests have pros and cons. The subjective decisions are not required in the modified version of the Mann-Kendall test. For the large sample size, the distribution of the Mann-Kendall statistics follows the normal distribution [39] . However, in small sample size, the distribution of the Mann-Kendall statistics may not exactly follow the normal distribution [80] . In the case of small sample size, the modified version of Mann-Kendall test can lead to low power to detect trends due to the normal distribution assumption. The BBS-MK test derives the distribution the distribution of the Mann-Kendall statistics by the block bootstrapping method. The shape of the Mann-Kendall statistic distribution for various sample size and data may be close to the distribution of the Mann-Kendall statistic in population. However, in the BBS-MK test, obtaining an accurate distribution shape from bootstrapping is difficult due to difficulty in the selection of an optimal block size.
According to the results of the Mann-Kendall test, some stations where the BBS-MK test detected trends did not trend. Some stations where the modified version of the Mann-Kendall test detected trends did not have trends based on the results of the BBS-MK test. These results may come from the issue of small sample size. Basically, the results of two tests should be similar because both tests attempt to detect a trend in the data. If the sample size is very large, two different tests may provide the same results. The small sample size is the limitation of the employed methodology in the current study. Thus, to attenuate and avoid the probability to obtain inappropriate results of trend detection from the small sample size, a number of trend tests should be employed. The application of a number of trend tests leads to more reliable results for trend detection in the serially correlated data with the small sample size. Although the results of the current study may not be the perfect results due to the limitation, the results can provide the glance to the trends in the spatial and temporal structure of extreme rainfall in South Korea.
Conclusions
The spatial and temporal structures of extreme rainfall trends in South Korea are investigated in this study. The trends in the annual and monthly AM series are detected, and their spatial distributions are analyzed. The scaling exponent is employed as an index to represent the temporal structure. The temporal structure of extreme rainfall events is calculated and shown on maps. Subsequently, the BBS-MK and modified MK tests are employed for the time series of scaling exponent estimates of the AM series on the annual and monthly basis. The results of the BBS-MK and modified MK tests are displayed on maps, and their characteristics are analyzed. In this study, we reach the following conclusions:
1.
Significant trends are detected at a small number of stations, while no significant trends in extreme rainfall events can be found at many stations for the durations examined. Significant trends are sporadically detected at a few stations and for a few durations. There is no spatial pattern of the detected trends.
2.
There is large variability in the temporal structures of the extreme rainfall events. The scaling exponent estimates of the AM series in South Korea range from 0.25 to 0.5. The scaling exponent estimates in the inland part of the country are approximately 0. 35 . Large values of the scaling exponent are observed in the northeast, and small values of the scaling exponent are observed in the northeast. Additionally, the interannual variability in the temporal structure of the AM series is very large during the rainy season. The variations in the scaling exponent estimates during the rainy season are larger than those inferred using annual data. The spatial distribution of the scaling exponent estimates during the rainy season displays no dominant tendency. The spatial distributions of the scaling exponents for each month are dissimilar. 3.
Significant trends exist in the temporal structures of extreme rainfall events at many stations in South Korea. Decreasing trends are observed at many stations located in the coastal area, particularly in the southwest, whereas increasing trends are observed in the inland part of the country. The variability in the AM series with different durations in the inland part of the country is increasing over time. Additionally, the interannual variability in the trends in the temporal structure of extreme rainfall in South Korea is large. The spatial distributions of the trends for the time series of scaling exponent estimates differ by month.
Modeling of IDF curves using regionalization based on the scaling exponents associated with extreme rainfall events in South Korea would be a fruitful topic for further studies. Additionally, nonstationary IDF curves that account for trends in the temporal structure of extreme rainfall in South Korea should be studied in the future.
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